
RIO DE JANEIRO: Brazil must confront a growing
injury list that includes star forward Neymar as they
resume World Cup qualifying this week, while
Argentina are out to extend their perfect start at
home to neighbors Paraguay. Copa America cham-
pions Brazil host Venezuela in Sao Paulo on Friday
chasing a third win in as many matches after
launching their Qatar 2022 campaign with victories
over Bolivia and Peru. 

However, Brazil coach Tite will be without
Neymar after the world’s most expensive player
injured his thigh while on Champions League duty
with Paris Saint-Germain in Turkey last month.
Neymar, 28, bagged a hat-trick in a 4-2 win in Lima
last time out to surpass Ronaldo as Brazil’s second
leading scorer in history. His tally of 64 goals leaves
him 13 shy of Pele’s record.

Despite his latest setback Neymar will still travel
with the squad amid hopes that he may recover in
time for the trip to Uruguay on November 17.
However, national team coordinator Juninho Paulista
said Tite told PSG sporting director Leonardo that
he “would never risk a player’s health”. Defender
Thiago Silva has tightened up the Chelsea defence
since his arrival in England, but the 36-year-old has
warned the crowded global fixture list is taking its
toll on players. 

“You have to keep endlessly reinventing your-
self. We’re losing players infected by Covid-19, or
others who get hurt because we’re playing too
many matches. We’re not machines,” he said. “We
saw recent studies showing it’s more than likely you
get injured after four or five matches come one
after another (every three days). It’s very worrying
for us.” While goalkeeper Alisson Becker and for-
ward Gabriel Jesus return after injury, Brazil will
also be without Casemiro, Philippe Coutinho and
Fabinho. Argentina, who began qualifying with nar-
row wins over Ecuador and Bolivia, are hoping
Lionel Messi will be fit for both their games against
Paraguay and Peru.

Messi dealing with ankle knock 
The Barcelona forward is said to be nursing a

sore ankle, leaving Argentina coach Lionel Scaloni
considering his options if his captain is unavailable.
Paulo Dybala is again missing from the squad along
with Sergio Aguero, although Angel Di Maria has
been recalled for the first time in over a year.
Lautaro Martinez will likely start up front while
super-sub Joaquin Correa could be rewarded for
his winning goal in the altitude of La Paz. Lucas
Alario has also forced his way into contention after
scoring seven goals for Bayer Leverkusen in his
past four Bundesliga appearances.

Uruguay meet Colombia in Barranquilla on

Friday attempting to bounce back from last month’s
4-2 loss in Ecuador. Luis Suarez is the joint leading
scorer in qualifying with three goals, all of them
penalties, carrying over his form from club level
with Atletico Madrid. Real Madrid midfielder Fede
Valverde is out with a fractured shin and Maxi
Gomez is absent due to a knee problem for
Uruguay. Argentine coach Gustavo Alfaro has
vowed to put his “heart and soul into getting
Ecuador to Qatar” after they failed to qualify for the
2018 World Cup.

“Right now, Ecuador is more a handful of very
good intentions than a (finished) team,” Alfaro told
FIFA.com. “As I said before, the challenge is to con-

vert hope into reality. I’m not here to manage a
team but rather to win.” “I have to admit that it’ll be
a disappointment if we’re not at the next World
Cup,” he added, with his team playing away to
Bolivia on Thursday. Last year’s Copa America run-
ners-up Peru on Friday play Chile - the country that
won the tournament in 2015 and 2016. Both nations
are looking to breathe life into their qualifying bids
in Santiago after collecting just a point from the
opening two rounds. — AFP 
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Tunisian football fans 
stage mass exit to
Italy over club row

CHEBBA: Around 300 Tunisian football
fans, who have threatened for weeks to emi-
grate to Italy in protest over sanctions
against their club, boarded fishing boats
Thursday and headed out to sea.
Brandishing Tunisian flags and those of their
team, Croissant Sportif Chebbien (CSC),
they chanted as they sailed out of Chebba
port, accompanied by the coast guard, an
AFP reporter said.

The Tunisian Football Federation (FTF)
on October 17 slapped a one-year ban on
CS Chebba, citing an incomplete and late
application dossier. CSC chief Taoufik
Mkacher has been in a months-long dispute
with FTF chief Wadie Jary, publishing a
series of Facebook posts criticizing a lack
of financial transparency and calling for an
audit at the federation. The dispute escalat-
ed when reports emerged that Jary, head of
the FTF since 2012, would run for the pres-
idency of the sport’s Africa-wide governing
body (CAF).

When the FTF announced on October 17
that CSC would not compete in the top
league, Chebba residents staged demonstra-
tions and a general strike, and some vowed
to leave the country in protest. “Given the
silence of the authorities, residents have
decided to leave the country and head for
Italy,” said Mohamed Ali Abbas, member of
a committee set up to organize the expedi-
tion. The committee had set up a tent at the
city’s port, where more than 2,000 people
signed up for the voyage. “This is an unor-
ganized migration bid... there is nothing
symbolic about it,” said Moncef Lahmar, a
member of a CSC support team.

Five boats carrying the football fans were
seen leaving Chebba port but as they
reached international waters coast guards
asked them to stay put or go back to the
harbour, an AFP correspondent said. Two
boats refused to heed the orders and contin-
ued to make their way towards international
waters, the correspondent added. The
protest had been put off several times but as
the November 22 start of the season
approaches, some Chebba residents decided
to go ahead. The would-be migrants had
“embarked on a deadly adventure to re-
establish their rights,” said sociologist
Mahdi Mabrouk.

“Economic development indicators in the
Chebba region are low and football is the
only opportunity” for residents, he added.
Tunisia, struck by an economic crisis and
skyrocketing unemployment even before the
coronavirus pandemic, has seen a spike in
young people making risky attempts at
reaching Europe. Between the start of 2020
and mid-September, more than 8,500 peo-
ple had been intercepted trying to reach
Europe by sea from Tunisia, including 2,104
non-Tunisians, the ministry said. — AFP 

BUENOS AIRES: Argentina’s Lionel Messi controls the ball during the closed-door 2022 FIFA World Cup South
American qualifier football match against Paraguay at La Bombonera Stadium in Buenos Aires. —AFP photos

LOS ANGELES: Nyheim Hines scored
two touchdowns as the Indianapolis
Colts used an explosive second half to
pull away and beat the Tennessee Titans
in a clash between the two best teams
in the AFC South Division. Hines rushed
for one touchdown and caught a pass
for another and quarterback Philip
Rivers surpassed Dan Marino for fifth
place on the all-time passing yards list
as the Colts won 34-17 to vault into a
tie for first place with the Titans.

“It was a huge win,” said Rivers of
the Colts, who outscored their oppo-
nent 21-0 in the second half. “We felt
good at the half. They slowed us down
in the first half. The defense came up
with huge stops, we got a blocked punt
for touchdown, and we were efficient
on offence all night long.” Rivers sur-
passed Marino on the passing list with
his first completion of the contest, an
11-yard toss to Jonathan Taylor. Rivers,
in his 17th NFL season, ended the game
with 61,666 passing yards. Marino

compiled 61,361 passing yards in 17
seasons.

“I feel good physically. I can still
make all the throws,” said Rivers. “I
have always thrown with anticipation. I
never had a (Patrick) Mahomes or
(Aaron) Rodgers arm. I just never had
that arm, anyway. Anticipation and
throwing with accuracy is my game.”
Hines finished with a combined 115
rushing and receiving yards for the
Colts, while Rivers completed 29 of 39
passes for 308 yards and a touchdown.

“We are continuing to get better. We
just have to continue to improve, but we
need to win along the way. We got to
regroup and get ready for Green Bay,”
Rivers said.  This is the first of two
meetings between the teams in 17 days,
as they play again on November 29 in
Indianapolis. Organizers allowed
14,000 spectators into the Nissan
Stadium in Nashville on Thursday
despite the pandemic which has killed
242,000 Americans and counting.

Spectators were asked to wear a mask
and adhere to strict distancing rules. 

Derrick Henry gained 103 yards on
19 carries and quarterback Ryan
Tannehill made 15 of 27 passes for
147 yards and a touchdown for the
Titans, who lost for the third time in
four contests. “I think we’re going to

have to evaluate everything that we
do. We have to be better in all areas,”
Titans coach Mike Vrabel said. “We’ll
continue to hold people accountable
and continue to improve. We will just
keep working and making sure that
we start playing better and perform-
ing better.” — AFP 

NASHVILLE: Mo Alie-Cox #81 of the Indianapolis Colts is brought down by Breon Borders
#39 of the Tennessee Titans at Nissan Stadium in Nashville, Tennessee. -—AFP 

Injury-hit Brazil and Argentina 
resume World Cup qualifying

Brazil beat Venezuela; Argentina held by Paraguay 

SAO PAULO: Brazil’s Gabriel Jesus (left) and Renan Lodi
(right) jump for the ball with Venezuela’s Darwin
Machis during their closed-door 2022 FIFA World Cup
South American qualifier football match at Morumbi
Stadium in Sao Paulo on November 13, 2020. 

Colts overtake Titans as 
the AFC South favorites

Argentina thump
All Blacks for first 
ever win over NZ
SYDNEY: A gutsy Argentina stunned the All
Blacks 25-15 yesterday to pull off one of rug-
by’s biggest upsets, consigning an embarrassed
New Zealand to their first back-to-back
defeats in almost a decade. Fly-half Nicolas
Sanchez scored all the Pumas’ points to hand
them their maiden victory over the rugby pow-
erhouse in the 30 Tests they have played.
Mario Ledesma’s side were given virtually no
chance ahead of the Tri Nations match in
Sydney after the coronavirus hindered their
preparations to just two low-key practice
games. But in their first Test since the World
Cup last year, they pulled off a miracle.

“It’s surreal what happened, not just the
result but playing, getting on the field after
everything that has happened this year,” said

Argentina coach Ledesma. “Some of the boys
haven’t seen their families for four months but
they have all been positive... they have been
awesome. “I think we will remember this for a
long time, not only the game but because of the
special situation,” he added.  It was a humiliat-
ing defeat for New Zealand who were shocked
24-22 by the Wallabies in Brisbane last week
and have now lost back-to-back Tests for the
first time since 2011 when they crashed to
South Africa and Australia.

Coach Ian Foster axed 10 players and named
what many regarded as the All Blacks’ best
run-on side after last week’s game, but they
were no match for a Pumas team helped by for-
mer Australian coach Michael Cheika.
“Obviously from an All Black view we are bit-
terly disappointed with the result, with the way
we played,” said Foster. “But what I think we
saw was a team that despite the disadvantage
of not playing a lot of rugby ... they have come
here with massive energy and a desire to prove
something to their country which has gone
through a heck of a hard time. “I want to con-
gratulate them on the result, it is a bit of an his-
toric day for them.”  — AFP 

SYDNEY: Ndew Zealand’s Anton Lienert-Brown (center) and Tyrel Lomax (right) tackle Argentina’s Santiago
Carreras (left) during the 2020 Tri-Nations rugby match between the New Zealand and Argentina at
Bankwest Stadium in Sydney on November 14, 2020. — AFP 

Sierra Leone stage 
4-goal comeback 
to hold Nigeria
CAPE TOWN: Sierra Leone came from four goals down to
hold Nigeria to a 4-4 draw in a dramatic Africa Cup of
Nations qualifier in Benin City as the preliminaries for the
2022 finals continued on Friday. Tunisia kept their 100%
record in the qualifiers with a 1-0 home victory over Tanzania,
while Morocco’s Hakim Ziyech scored twice as they beat
Central African Republic 4-1 but South Africa struggled
before winning 2-0 at home to Sao Tome e Principe. Nigeria
raced into a 4-0 lead inside the first half-hour as Alex Iwobi
scored twice, the first in the fourth minute, and Victor
Osimhen and Samuel Chukwueze added two more.

But Kwame Quee pulled one back for Sierra Leone four
minutes before the break after which the visitors staged a
remarkable recovery with Alhaji Kamara scoring twice in
between Mustapha Bundu’s effort - all in the final 18 minutes
- to draw. Angry fans demonstrated outside the stadium
after the game forcing Nigeria’s team to spend several hours
in their changing room before being able to leave. Nigeria
remain top of Group L with seven points from three games
while Sierra Leone moved off the bottom on two.

Ziyech’s double, including a penalty, plus goals from
Achraf Hakimi and debutant Zakaria Aboukhlal allowed
Morocco to enjoy a comfortable win over Central African
Republic in Casablanca. Penalties proved decisive in Friday’s
other four qualifiers. Tunisia have nine points from three
games in Group J after captain Youssef Msakni’s first half
spot kick saw them to a narrow win over Tanzania in Tunis.
Mali joined Guinea at the top of Group A after their 1-0
home win over Namibia in Bamako, with teenager El Bilal
Toure netting a 38th-minute penalty. South Africa also need-
ed a spot kick to help them avoid embarrassment against Sao
Tome, a country with a population of just 200,000 and
ranked 182nd in world football. Percy Tau converted the
penalty after 55 minutes in the Group C game, with Bongani
Zungu adding a second with a header from a corner in the
last minute to ensure victory in Durban. —Reuters


